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They came to Earth because earth is ready to enter Universal Community, Have reactors 

connected around the world, can use for psychological changes so that the people forget 

war,  We don't create new religion, use one ethos, "thou shall not steal",  Group of 12 

have raised their consciousness and will be focus point of Peace, if you use CO2 or CuO 

Gans you will lock into reactors, Cu from Earth, O for soul ?,  Religions have created 

division, wars of mass murder, last Prophet didn't do proper,  this system cannot be used 

for Mind Control, there is a built in limit that this system can't be used to enslaved,  can 

call on Ellie and keshe for strength to carry this out, if they get assassinated the systems 

will be released around world,  there will be a short time of uncertainty but it will come 

out in end, 3 nations planning to kill keshe eliminate Keshe Foundation,  QUESTIONS: 

only about peace, you haven't understood, we have used this psychology technology on 

other planets, but then its forced on the people, it must come from within the people,  

BBC is tool for blood shed for British Government, Once they understand present media 

is tool for making war selling arms,  wars are planned years ahead, the Monarchy decides 

on long term income for nation through wars, enslavement, fooled with "Democracy",  if 

people refuse to produce arms, the Government has to find a new way to run,  what will 

happen if they get all in one go, they can't stop our souls from doing its job,  One 

complained about not delivering what said, Keshe responds forcefully, scientists not 

testing Gans, People trying to stop Foundation, but bringing them more together, Need 

dried CO2 Gans right away, Correct way to dry Gans, Armand, Ellie and Marco are next 

generation of teachers,  Keshe Foundation USA by Armand, How to reach the emotional 

part of human race, every living being on this planet are connected, including the plants, 

plants have Magnesium and animals have iron in blood,  

How LIFE starts: The energy of the Wind are source of life on planet, salt in ocean, wind 

causes Amino Acid on surface life begins, why fish start spontaneously on water, even if 

you put plates outside CO2 kits still get CO2 Gans with Amino Acid, and salts, put a fan, 

add wind, fish will start growing, causes it mixes at bottom, it sits on top of boxes 

separates it, when you create a life you create a soul, CO2 is in a state of Energy, There 

are no fish in the Universe, During dying process the energy released is like many nukes, 

Creators of stars,  Target is World Peace this year, there is a need for a lot of things to 

come into balance, so humanity can see the need for Peace, Prophets have 2 soul, 1 is 

physical soul (this part did not give the message), 2nd soul is connected to God, 2nd soul 

is untouchable and not open to humans, all have to come to peace,  Keshe doesn't have a 

path, souls are conditioned to be here happens centuries ago, next prophet already 

determined, well planned, already its a gift given, body has to accept mission,  

 


